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Abstract—The instrumented Timed “Up and Go” test (iTUG)
has the potential for playing an important role in providing clinically useful information regarding an individual’s balance and
mobility that cannot be derived from the original singleoutcome Timed “Up and Go” test protocol. The purpose of this
study was to determine the reliability and validity of the iTUG
using body-fixed inertial sensors in people affected by stroke.
For test-retest reliability analysis, 14 individuals with stroke and
25 nondisabled elderly patients were assessed. For validity
analysis, an age-matched comparison of 12 patients with stroke
and 12 nondisabled controls was performed. Out of the
14 computed iTUG metrics, the majority showed excellent testretest reliability expressed by high intraclass correlation coefficients (range 0.431–0.994) together with low standard error of
measurement and smallest detectable difference values. BlandAltman plots demonstrated good agreement between two
repeated measurements. Significant differences between
patients with stroke and nondisabled controls were found in 9 of
14 iTUG parameters analyzed. Consequently, these results warrant the future application of the inertial sensor-based iTUG for
the assessment of physical deficits poststroke in longitudinal
study designs.

INTRODUCTION
After a stroke, many individuals experience hemiparesis, which often leads to an impaired walking pattern
with altered gait characteristics [1–7]. Specifically, hemiplegic gait is typically associated with a reduced gait
speed [1–3,5,8], cadence [2,5,8], and stride length [2,8]
and an increased left-right asymmetry during walking
[1,3,9] when compared with nondisabled, age-matched
controls. Furthermore, it is often characterized by an
increased stance phase duration [2]. Hemiparesis not only
leads to gait impairments but may also affect balance and
postural transfers (i.e., changing position from sitting to
standing and vice versa), further impeding the patients’
mobility and independence [6,10–12]. It is therefore a
central goal of stroke rehabilitation to improve the
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patient’s independence and functional capacity by
improving his or her mobility [13].
The Timed “Up and Go” test (TUG) is often used,
with good reliability and validity, to evaluate balance and
mobility in patients with stroke [14–17]. The TUG
requires a person to rise from a chair, walk a distance of
3 m at a self-paced, comfortable speed, turn around, and
return to the chair to sit down again. The total time for
completion is recorded and used as a measure of mobility. However, although the TUG is commonly used to
evaluate mobility poststroke, it has some drawbacks.
First, it only uses the outcome parameter “time” and fails
to detect other balance- and mobility-related parameters
[18–19]. Second, although it consists of a number of consecutive tasks, it does not allow analysis of these tasks
separately [18–19]. Recently, several researchers instrumented the TUG in an effort to overcome some of the
drawbacks. For example, Vernon et al. used a Microsoft
Kinect camera-based TUG method for analyzing the specific subcomponents of the test [20]. Furthermore, Zampieri et al. revealed the potential benefit of an instrumented
TUG (iTUG) system using wearable inertial sensors
while assessing individuals with Parkinson disease (PD)
[19]. While 10 of the 21 gait and postural transition
parameters that were identifiable with the iTUG showed
significant differences between individuals with PD and
nondisabled controls, the total test performance time was
not diverging. Obviously, the iTUG seemed to exhibit a
greater sensitivity than the conventional TUG in terms of
mobility deficit detection in individuals with PD [18].
The recent use of body-fixed sensors suggests that
they could serve as a tool for analyzing measures of physical functioning of patients [21–22]. An iTUG system
using wearable sensors could potentially deliver more
detailed and clinically relevant information on a patient
with stroke’s gait and mobility than the conventional
TUG, which only reports the time to complete the task. To
the best of our knowledge, no study exists applying an
inertial sensor-based iTUG system in people affected by
stroke. To be clinically useful, an assessment procedure
must have a small measurement error to detect a real
change and must be able to distinguish between subpopulations (e.g., patients with stroke in various stages and
nondisabled controls). A test-retest difference in a patient
with a value smaller than the standard error of measurement (SEM) is likely to be the result of “measurement
noise” and is unlikely to be detected reliably in practice; a
difference greater than the smallest real difference is
highly likely (with 95% confidence) to be a real difference

[23–25]. Another example of these statistics is the smallest detectable difference (SDD) [24,26]. The present study
was conducted to assess the reliability and validity of inertial sensor-based iTUG metrics in patients with stroke and
age-matched nondisabled control elderly patients.

METHODS
Study Design
The study was designed as an observational study in
which all participants were tested by the same observer.
Prior to participation, all participants were fully informed
about the complete research protocol.
Participants
Participants were recruited on a voluntary basis
through researchers from the Institute of Human Movement Sciences and Sport at ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, and by contacting physicians and therapists from
the Rehabilitation Center Valens, Valens, Switzerland.
There were two groups of participants. The first group
included 14 patients at any stage after ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke aged over 18 yr. Participants were excluded
from the study if any known comorbid disabilities other
than stroke were present (e.g., musculoskeletal illness,
cardiovascular disorders, or other neurologic diseases)
that might have affected performance in the test procedures. The second group included 25 nondisabled by selfreport control participants aged over 65 yr who had no
history of neurological, cardiovascular, or musculoskeletal pathologies. To be eligible for the study, individuals
had to be able to walk unassisted for at least 15 m. The
use of one crutch for walking was accepted for inclusion.
Individuals who were not able to give informed consent
were excluded.
Apparatus
In total, eight body-fixed devices (Physilog, GaitUp;
Lausanne, Switzerland) were placed on each participant’s
body. The sensor configuration described in the iTUG procedure by Salarian et al. [18]—one on each wrist, one on
each shank, and one on the trunk—was complemented with
one device on each foot and one on the back (lumbar 3) for
further analysis. The sensor located on the patient’s back
was taped using hypoallergenic breathable straps to ensure
firm attachment to the skin. Every other sensor device was
firmly affixed to the patient using elastic straps.
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The devices recorded the signals from a calibrated
inertial sensor (three-dimensional [3-D] accelerometer and
3-D gyroscope) to an onboard memory card at 500 Hz
[27]. Before any processing, the inertial signals, sampled
synchronously across devices, were resampled by software
(MATLAB 2014a, MathWorks; Natick, Massachusetts) at
200 Hz as described in the original iTUG study [18].
Measurement Protocol
Each patient was first equipped with the wearable
sensor set. Then, in accordance with Salarian et al. [18],
we used an extended iTUG version with a 7 m walking
distance. Thereby, more gait cycles were recorded than
when using the original TUG protocol. All participants
completed the testing session either in a gait laboratory of
the Institute of Human Movement Sciences and Sport at
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, or in suitable locations
at the Rehabilitation Center Valens, Valens, Switzerland.
The testing session included the following procedure:
Initially, each participant was equipped with a set of sensors. Once the sensors had been attached on the appropriate body positions, they performed the first iTUG
measurement session composed of three repeated iTUG
trials (measurement session 1). Between each trial, a 30 s
rest period was given. After completing the three iTUG
trials, the participants were instructed to relax for 15 min
while removing the sensors from their bodies. Then, the
sensors were reattached to participants’ bodies and the
same protocol was repeated (measurement session 2).
Each testing session was recorded with a video camera,
allowing researchers later inspection if necessary.
In order to get sufficient information about the
assessment tool’s reliability and validity characteristics,
we identified the relative reliability by using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and the absolute reliability to identify a real improvement by calculating
(a) the SEM for groups of subjects, (b) the limits of
agreement (LOA) for a single person, and (c) the SDD,
which also reveals the limits for the real change for a single person. Additionally, we identified the discriminatory
capabilities on the iTUG metrics by comparing stroke
patients with nondisabled age-matched controls.
Data Analysis
Based on algorithms described elsewhere [18–19,28–
29], different parameters of gait and postural transition
during iTUG performance were measured.
• iTUG Trial

- iTUG total duration: total duration of the iTUG trial
in seconds.
• Sit-to-Walk Metrics
- Sit-to-walk duration: duration of the sit-to-walk
transition in seconds.
- Peak sit-to-walk velocity: maximum angular trunk
velocity in degrees per second during the sit-to-walk
transition.
• Gait Metrics
- Gait cadence: walking cadence in number of steps
per minute; normalized to participants’ height.
- Gait stance phase: stance phase as a percentage of
gait cycle time.
- Gait limp phase: difference between initial and terminal double support phase as a percentage of gait
cycle time.
- Gait velocity: walking speed in meters per second;
normalized to participants’ height.
- Gait stride length: distance in meters between two
consecutive foot falls at the moments of initial contact; normalized to participants’ height.
- Gait peak swing velocity: maximum angular shank
velocity in degrees per second during one stride.
- Gait asymmetry: symmetry ratio related to the swing
phase performed by each leg calculated with the
formula: symmetry ratio = |1 – [(limb with lower
value) / (limb with higher value)]|.
• Turning Metrics
- Turning duration: duration of 180° turn in seconds.
- Peak turning velocity: maximum angular trunk
velocity in degrees per second while turning.
• Turn-to-Sit Metrics
- Turn-to-sit duration: duration of the turn-to-sit transition in seconds.
- Peak turn-to-sit velocity: maximum angular trunk
velocity in degrees per second during the turn-to-sit
transition.
The reliability and validity assessments apply to the
averaged values of three iTUG trials, as opposed to the
original TUG in which the outcome is based on a single
measure following a practice trial. For data analysis, we
used the mean value of the iTUG total duration across the
three iTUG trials performed in measurement session 1
and in measurement session 2. The median of the metrics
of the straight walking gait, the transitions, and the turns
across the three iTUG trials performed in both measurement sessions was used to eliminate possible outliers.
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Excepting the parameter “gait asymmetry,” which is
based on the swing phase performed by each leg, the
average value of both legs was used.
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistical analysis was carried out to
describe the study population. The one-sample KolmogorovSmirnov test, skewness, and kurtosis were used to test
normality of the data. The primary test-retest reliability
calculations were based on the entire study population. A
reliability subanalysis including only the patients with
stroke was performed separately. The reliability
subanalysis incorporated the five gait iTUG metrics:
cadence, stance phase, velocity, stride length, and asymmetry. For assessing differences between stroke patients
and nondisabled elderly patients (age-matched), two
groups were created (stroke and nondisabled control) and
compared with the paired t-test or the nonparametric
equivalent where appropriate. All statistical analyses were
performed using SPSS version 21.0 software (IBM Corporation; Armonk, New York). The critical α-level was
set at p  0.05.
Reliability
Several statistical methods of assessing test-retest
reliability were performed. Heteroscedasticity was tested
by calculating the square value of Pearson correlation
coefficient (r2) between the absolute difference and the
mean of each pair of measurements. If values of r2 are
greater than 0.1, then the data are heteroscedastic [30].
The ICC with the 95 percent confidence interval (CI) was
used as an estimate of relative reliability [30]. The ICC is
commonly used to determine the consistency or reproducibility between repeated measurements and to assess
the SEM [31]. In this article, the ICC1,k one-way analysis
of variance was considered because the same device and
same participants tested by the sole rater were used for
assessing test-retest reliability. Furthermore, the two
measurement sessions performed during the study were
separated by a time period of only 15 min. Therefore, we
assumed that participants’ gait patterns would not have
changed over this time.
Interpretation of the ICC values was according to
Shrout and Fleiss [32], in which values of >0.75 indicate
excellent reliability, 0.75 to 0.40 indicate fair to good
reliability, and <0.40 indicate poor reliability. Because
the ICC score depends greatly on the range of values in
the analyzed sample [30] and is not able to provide infor-

mation about the accuracy for a specific individual, the
SEM and the SDD for each parameter were calculated.
The SEM indicates a real improvement in the group of
individuals and was assessed using the equation:
SEM = SD 1 – ICC in which SD represents the sample
standard deviation [30]. The SDD can be used as an indicator for assessing real change beyond measurement
error in a single person. It was derived from the SEM
through 1.96 × 2 × SEM [26]. The SEM and SDD can
be expressed as percentages that are independent of the
units of measurement and, therefore, suitable to compare
the amount of random error between measurement
parameters: SEM percent = [(SEM / mean of the two
measurements) × 100] and SDD percent = [(SDD / mean
of the two measurements) × 100].
Discrepancies between the measurements were also
investigated by performing Bland-Altman 95 percent
LOA analysis. It expresses the degree of error proportional to the mean. The Bland-Altman method includes a
scatter plot providing information about the degree of error
(measurement 1 – measurement 2) proportional to the mean
of the two measurements with 95 percent LOA (mean
difference ± 1.96 × SD of the difference) [24,33–34].
Validity
The paired t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
were performed to examine differences between stroke
patients and the age-matched nondisabled controls,
depending on normality of data. Group mean values of
the iTUG metrics are expressed as mean ± SD. Effect
sizes are presented as Pearson correlation coefficient (r),
which can be calculated from the t-statistics converted
into r-statistics by Equation 1:
r = t 2 / (t 2 + df ) ,

(1)

or from the Z-value using Equation 2:

Z
r = -------- ,
N

(2)

in which df represents the degrees of freedom, Z represents the approximation of the observed difference in
terms of the standard normal distribution, and N represents the total number of observations [35]. The effect
size magnitude of r = 0.1 indicates a small, r = 0.3 a
medium, and r = 0.5 a large effect [35]. The results of the
first measurement session were used for analysis.
Because the gait parameters walking speed, stride length,
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and cadence are related to someone’s body height, these
parameters were normalized to height (actual parameter
value / height) [36].

RESULTS
A total of 39 participants were enrolled in the study,
of which 25 were nondisabled elderly participants. The
characteristics of this study population are described in
Table 1. Because the two groups differed in mean age, an
age-matched comparison of 12 patients with stroke and
12 age-matched nondisabled controls was performed for
validity analysis. The characteristics of those participants
are presented in Table 2.
Reliability
Out of the 14 analyzed iTUG metrics, the ICCs of
12 variables showed excellent test-retest reliability
(ICC1,k = 0.855–0.994). Only the two sit-to-walk parameters, “duration” and “peak sit-to-walk velocity,”
reported a lower relative reliability coefficient (ICC1,k =
0.431 and ICC1,k = 0.674, respectively). The ICC values
with corresponding 95 percent CI are reported together
with the SEM and SEM percent, the SDD and SDD percent, and the 95 percent LOA in Table 3. Values of r2
based on the absolute differences between measurement
session 1 and measurement session 2 and the mean value
of both measurement sessions were for all iTUG parameters below 0.1, indicating no evidence of heteroscedasticTable 1.
Demographic data of the entire study population.
Patients with
Demographic
Stroke

Participants (n)
Age (yr), mean ± SD (range)
Sex (female/male)

14
64.7 ± 9.2 (47.0–76.0)

Validity
The results of the validity analysis are presented in
Table 5. Considering the total time duration needed for
iTUG completion, there was a statistically significant difference between the two groups. The patients with stroke
required more time to complete the iTUG than the agematched nondisabled controls. Among the 13 computed
iTUG subcomponent parameters, 8 showed significant
between-group differences.

Nondisabled Elderly
Controls
25
76.0 ± 5.7 (66.0–86.0)

p-Value

r-Value

39

—

—

72.0 ± 9.0 (47.0–86.0)

0.381

—

—

0.008*

0.174

Weight (kg), mean ± SD (range)

82.0 ± 15.1 (62.5–114.0)

0.06

0.092

26.6 ± 4.1 (21.1–35.2)

Walking Assistance, n (%)

5 (35.7)

Affected Side (right/left)

8/6

19/20

<0.001

*

175.4 ± 6.0 (166.0–186.0) 167.7 ± 9.2 (152.0–189.0) 170.4 ± 8.9 (152.0–189.0)

BMI (kg/m ), mean ± SD (range)

17/8

Total

Height (cm), mean ± SD (range)
2

2/12

support
ity.
Bland-Altman
plots
graphically
homoscedasticity in all iTUG variables analyzed (see the
Appendix, available online only, for the BlandAltman plots). Eleven of the 14 analyzed iTUG
parameters showed low SEM and SEM percent
values (0.220%–7.109%), and low SDD and
SDD percent values (0.659%–19.706%). High SEM
and SEM percent values (15.819%–20.600%), and
high SDD and SDD percent values (43.848%–
57.134%) were found for both sit-to-walk parameters
and for the gait parameter related to the limp phase.
The reliability subanalysis of the gait iTUG metrics
“cadence,” “stance phase,” “velocity,” “stride length,”
and “asymmetry” revealed similar results as those based
on the entire study population (Table 4); for all five
iTUG metrics measured, excellent test-retest reliability
(ICC1,k = 0.958–0.991) with concomitant low SEM and
SEM percent (0.431%–2.701%), and low SDD and
SDD percent values (1.292%–7.481%) were found.

73.4 ± 12.4 (50.4–101.1) 76.5 ± 13.9 (50.4–114.0)
26.0 ± 3.1 (19.0–30.4)
0 (0.0)
—

26.2 ± 3.5 (19.0–35.2)

0.91

0.019

5 (12.8)

—

—

—

—

—

t 2/(t 2+df);

Note: p-value for between-groups comparison; r-value, effect size, calculated according to r = Z N and r =
r = 0.1: small effect, r = 0.3: medium effect,
r = 0.5: large effect.
*
Significant between-group differences (pbetween  0.05) calculated with independent t-tests and Mann-Whitney U-test.
BMI = body mass index, SD = standard deviation.
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Table 2.
Demographic data of the age-matched study population.
Patients with
Nondisabled Elderly
Demographic
Total
Stroke
Controls
Participants (n)
12
12
24
Age (yr), mean ± SD (range)
67.5 ± 6.2 (57.0–76.0)
71.2 ± 3.0 (66.0–76.0)
69.3 ± 5.1 (57.0–76.0)
Sex (female/male)
0/12
9/3
9/15
176.4 ± 5.7 (168.0–186.0) 168.9 ± 9.5 (157.0–189.0) 172.7 ± 8.6 (157.0–189.0)
Height (cm), mean ± SD (range)
Weight (kg), mean ± SD (range)
85.2 ± 14.0 (70.0–114.0) 75.3 ± 12.4 (60.2–101.1) 80.3 ± 13.9 (60.2–114.0)
27.3 ± 4.0 (22.6–35.2)
26.3 ± 2.6 (21.7–30.4)
26.8 ± 3.3 (21.7–35.2)
BMI (kg/m2), mean ± SD (range)
Walking Assistance n (%)
5 (41.7)
0 (0.0)
5 (20.8)
Affected Side (right/left)
7/5
—
—

p-Value

r-Value

—
0.08
—
0.03*
0.08
0.45
—
—

—
0.134
—
0.200
0.131
0.026
—
—

Note: p-value for between-groups comparison; r-value, effect size, calculated according to r = Z N and r = t 2/(t 2+df ); r = 0.1: small effect, r = 0.3: medium effect,
r = 0.5: large effect.
*
Significant between-group differences (pbetween  0.05) calculated with independent t-tests and Mann-Whitney U-test.
BMI = body mass index, SD = standard deviation.

Table 3.
Reliability of the instrumented Timed “Up and Go” test metrics based on the entire study population (patients with stroke and nondisabled elderly
controls).

Metric

ICC1,k

95% CI for
ICC1,k

SEM

95% CI for
SEM

SDD

SEM%

SDD%

LALB

LAUB

Total Duration (s)
Sit-to-Walk
Duration (s)
Peak Velocity (º/s)
Gait
Cadence (steps/min)
Stance Phase (%)
Limp Phase (%)
Velocity (m/s)
Stride Length (m)
Peak Swing Velocity (º/s)
Asymmetry (symmetry ratio)*
Turning
Duration (s)
Peak Velocity (º/s)
Turn-to-Sit
Duration (s)
Peak Velocity (º/s)

0.935

0.876 to 0.966

1.487

±2.914

4.122

6.435

17.838

12.865

9.997

0.079 to 0.701 0.346
0.382 to 0.828 12.923

±0.679
±25.330

0.960
35.821

15.908
15.819

44.138
43.848

0.900
38.700

0.858
50.025

0.431
0.674
0.985
0.947
0.855
0.991
0.994
0.988
0.963

0.971 to 0.992
0.900 to 0.972
0.725 to 0.924
0.982 to 0.995
0.989 to 0.997
0.977 to 0.993
0.930 to 0.981

0.487
0.317
0.680
0.006
0.003
1.618
0.666

±0.955
±0.622
±1.334
±0.011
±0.006
±3.172
±1.305

1.350
0.880
1.886
0.016
0.009
4.486
1.846

0.453
0.516
20.600
0.470
0.220
0.466
6.777

1.257
1.434
57.134
1.302
0.659
1.293
18.783

7.142
3.003
4.007
0.114
0.077
28.105
7.617

8.432
2.400
2.997
0.126
0.083
29.807
5.951

0.985
0.905

0.972 to 0.992
0.820 to 0.950

0.064
8.057

±0.126
±15.791

0.178
22.332

1.914
5.502

5.323
15.251

1.209
48.866

0.845
53.599

0.951
0.862

0.908 to 0.974
0.739 to 0.928

0.242
6.461

±0.474
±12.664

0.670
17.909

5.549
7.109

15.363
19.706

2.200
29.150

2.079
39.030

*Symmetry

ratio = |1 – [(limb with lower value) / (limb with higher value)]|.
CI = confidence interval, ICC1,k = intraclass correlation coefficient (one-way analysis), LALB = limits of agreement lower boundary, LAUB = limits of agreement
upper boundary, SDD = smallest detectable difference, SEM = standard error of measurement.

DISCUSSION
This study was performed to analyze inertial sensorbased iTUG metrics regarding (1) test-retest reliability in a
group composed of patients with stroke patients and nondisabled elderly controls and (2) the ability to discriminate
between individuals with stroke and age-matched nondisabled controls. The present study revealed that all but two

of the computed iTUG metrics reached ICCs > 0.75, which
indicates excellent relative reliability. Both variables that
did not achieve excellent relative reliability values were
related to the iTUG subcomponent “sit-to-walk.” Comparable results found in this study were reported by Salarian
et al. [18], who performed the inertial sensor-based iTUG
in patients with PD and nondisabled participants. Three
out of the four major iTUG subcomponents, “sit-to-stand,”
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Table 4.
Reliability of the instrumented Timed “Up and Go” test metrics based on patients with stroke for gait.

Metric
Cadence (steps/min)
Stance Phase (%)
Velocity (m/s)
Stride Length (m)
Asymmetry

ICC1,k
0.983
0.958
0.985
0.991
0.981

95% CI for
ICC1,k
0.948 to 0.994
0.873 to 0.986
0.955 to 0.995
0.973 to 0.997
0.942 to 0.994

SEM
0.488
0.327
0.007
0.005
0.464

95% CI for
SEM
±0.957
±0.641
±0.014
±0.011
±0.910

SDD
1.354
0.907
0.020
0.015
1.285

SEM%

SDD%

0.512
0.522
0.746
0.431
2.701

1.421
1.448
2.131
1.292
7.481

LALB
3.603
4.198
0.057
0.087
6.810

LAUB
11.081
2.059
0.173
0.136
6.078

CI = confidence interval, ICC1,k = intraclass correlation coefficient (one-way analysis), LALB = limits of agreement lower boundary, LAUB = limits of agreement
upper boundary, SDD = smallest detectable difference, SEM = standard error of measurement.

Table 5.
Differences between groups (patients with stroke and nondisabled elderly controls) for instrumented Timed “Up and Go” test metrics.

Metric
Total Duration (s)
Sit-to-Walk
Duration (s)
Peak Velocity (º/s)
Gait
Cadence (steps/min)
Stance Phase (%)
Limp Phase (%)
Velocity (m/s)
Stride Length (m)
Peak Swing Velocity (º/s)
Asymmetry
Turning
Duration (s)
Peak Velocity (º/s)
Turn-to-Sit
Duration (s)
Peak Velocity (º/s)

Patients with
Nondisabled
Mean Diff ± SD
Stroke
Elderly Controls

95% CI for
Mean Diff

p-Value

27.66 ± 12.73

18.19 ± 1.84

9.477 ± 11.86

1.941 to 17.013

0.002*

0.577

2.17 ± 0.47
69.77 ± 26.48

2.10 ± 0.29
97.81 ± 20.33

0.073 ± 0.57
28.043 ± 34.81

0.289 to 0.435
5.925 to 50.162

0.95
0.02*

0.021
0.414

54.6 ± 10.9
62.20 ± 4.19
3.64 ± 2.87
0.57 ± 0.17
0.69 ± 0.16
297.56 ± 59.24
15.60 ± 11.28

68.9 ± 7.4
61.01 ± 1.39
2.80 ± 1.86
0.85 ± 0.06
0.88 ± 0.05
391.38 ± 34.43
6.42 ± 3.39

14.278 ± 12.80
1.187 ± 4.81
0.841 ± 3.98
0.282 ± 0.19
0.187 ± 0.18
93.824 ± 80.06
9.179 ± 13.65

6.144 to 22.411
1.868 to 4.243
1.689 to 3.370
0.160 to 0.404
0.070 to 0.303
42.957 to 144.690
0.503 to 17.854

0.005*
0.85
0.85
0.001*
0.002*
0.001*
0.09

0.544
0.048
0.048
0.609
0.577
0.609
0.352

5.15 ± 2.83
95.34 ± 24.47

2.16 ± 0.35
180.13 ± 28.44

2.994 ± 2.78
84.788 ± 36.97

1.230 to 4.757
61.297 to 108.278

<0.001*
<0.001*

0.624
0.852

5.98 ± 3.63
97.51 ± 36.81

3.17 ± 1.19
88.71 ± 19.42

2.812 ± 2.76
8.804 ± 37.73

<0.001*
0.73

0.625
0.080

1.060 to 4.564
15.168 to 32.776

r-Value

Note: p-value for between-groups comparison; r-value, effect size, calculated according to r = Z N and r = t2 / (t2 + df); r = 0.1: small effect, r = 0.3: medium
effect, r = 0.5 large effect.
*
Significant between-group differences (pbetween  0.05) calculated with paired t-tests and Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Mean Diff = mean difference [(mean of the group with higher value) – (mean of the group with lower value)], SD = standard deviation of the difference, CI = confidence interval.

“steady-state gait,” “turning,” and “turn-to-sit,” showed
good to excellent reliability for most of their contributing
metrics [18]. In line with our findings, the parameters
“cadence” and “stance phase” have emerged as two of the
most reliable iTUG variables with ICCs greater than 0.90.
Regarding the subcomponents “turning” and “turn-to-sit,”
there was consensus that the parameter “duration” seems
to be the most reliable. Moreover, in accordance with our
study, Salarian et al. revealed the sit-to-stand subcomponent as the least reliable part of the iTUG [18].

Besides high ICCs, a measurement tool should
exhibit small measurement errors and be able to identify
real changes in the group and in single individuals [37].
The absolute reliability analysis performed in this study
corroborates the good relative reliability of the inertial
sensor-based iTUG metrics. Specifically, low SEM and
SEM percent values together with low SDD and
SDD percent values were found in 11 of the total computed 14 iTUG parameters, which indicates good precision of the measurement tool.
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Except for a few outliers, most of the value differences between the two repeated measurements fell within
the 95 percent LOA in the Bland-Altman plots and
were well distributed around zero (see the Appendix,
available online only), demonstrating good agreement
between the data of repeated measurements.
On average, the patients improved between the first
and the second measurement (Bland-Altman plots in the
Appendix, available online only). This is likely a learning effect between the first and second measurement.
Performing an initial test trial prior to the actual measurement may have prevented this learning effect.
Several studies described the typical “hemiplegic
gait” poststroke with a decreased walking velocity,
cadence, and stride length [1–3,5,8]. Moreover, an
increase in stance phase duration and left-right asymmetry seems to be a characteristic feature of the gait of
patients with stroke [1–3,9]. Accordingly, in this study
those five iTUG metrics were highlighted by a separate
reliability analysis for which the stroke group was separated from the nondisabled elderly controls (Table 4).
The subanalysis showed similar relative test-retest reliability values as found in the entire study population.
Specifically, excellent ICCs above 0.75 were achieved.
Furthermore, all five iTUG metrics in the subanalysis
demonstrated good absolute test-retest reliability
expressed by small SEM and SEM percent values
together with small SDD and SDD percent values. These
findings warrant further investigations of the iTUG in
larger samples of people with stroke and, thus, further
exploring the clinical relevance of the system.
In clinical settings, the assessment of mobility and
balance in people with stroke is important for several reasons, including to accurately perform a diagnosis, to plan
the treatment method for each individual patient, and to
adequately evaluate the rehabilitation effectiveness. The
iTUG system has the potential for playing an important
role in providing clinically useful information by objectively assessing a patient with stroke’s balance and
mobility. This highlights its potential relevance for application in clinical practice.
Out of the 14 analyzed iTUG metrics, 9 showed a
significant difference between patients with stroke and
nondisabled controls (Table 5). Among the variables that
were significantly different between the two groups, all
demonstrated high effect size values close to 0.50 and
larger. In contrast, smaller effect sizes ranging from 0.02
to 0.35 were measured for those five parameters that did

not differ between the two groups. Specifically, there
were no significant differences in the duration required
for completing the iTUG subcomponent “sit-to-walk,” in
the percentage values related to “stance phase” and “limp
phase” of gait cycle time during steady-state gait, in the
left-right gait asymmetry, and in the maximum angular
trunk velocity during turn-to-sit transition.
From previous studies, we have indication that stroke
leads to walking- and balance-related limitations and
negatively affects patients’ functional mobility. Research
by Ng and Hui-Chan indicates that there was a significant
difference in the TUG performance duration between
patients with chronic stroke and nondisabled elderly
patients [14]. In line with our study, the patients with
stroke needed more time to finish the TUG procedure.
Furthermore, significantly higher values for walking
speed, cadence, and step length in favor of the nondisabled individuals were found. Regarding the variable
“stance time,” Ng and Hui-Chan revealed a discrepancy
between the two groups, but only when the outcomes
based on the unaffected sides of patients with stroke were
considered [14]. In our study, no separate body siderelated analysis was done and, therefore, no specific
information regarding the paretic and nonparetic side was
available. Hence, we recommend that this should be part
of future studies. Olney and Richards stated an increase
of the stance phase proportion within the gait cycle in
patients with stroke [38]. In the present study, however,
no significant difference was found between patients
with stroke and age-matched nondisabled controls. The
inconsistency between the studies may be related to differences in stroke characteristics and severity.
Gait symmetry represents an indicator of normal
walking [39]. Because stroke often results in unilateral
symptoms contralateral to the infarct, normalization of
gait symmetry may be an indicator of gait recovery. For
gait symmetry evaluation, various metrics can be considered. According to the literature, the most common symmetry metrics used for gait assessment are swing time,
single support time, pelvic and/or trunk movement, and
ground reaction forces [39–40]. Patterson et al. concluded
that the parameter “swing time” is suitable to analyze gait
symmetry poststroke and, therefore, highly recommended
[40]. Hence, this study focused on the gait variable
“swing phase” for symmetry measure. Our results of the
gait symmetry evaluation are, however, at odds with the
findings of Patterson et al., who reported a more asymmetric gait pattern in patients with stroke when compared
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with nondisabled individuals. In the current study, no significant asymmetry difference was found [40]. Nonetheless, the effect size for gait asymmetry exceeded the
0.3 level and showed, consequently, a medium effect. One
possible reason for this might be the rather small sample
of people with stroke with insufficient between-subjects
variance. Future studies should, therefore, repeat our
study design in larger samples of patients with stroke in
different poststroke recovery phases.
Another interesting parameter to be considered for
gait analysis of patients with stroke is arm swing. Indication exists that the asymmetries frequently seen in gait
parameters poststroke also affect upper-body movements, resulting in asymmetric arm-swing patterns [41].
The hemiparetic gait of patients with stroke is often associated with an adducted arm with no or limited arm swing
on the affected side. A normalization of the arm swing on
the affected side might be a parameter for recovery of
normal gait. Zampieri et al. identified the iTUG parameter “peak arm swing velocity” as one of the most sensitive deficits in early PD [19]. It might be that the
parameter “arm swing” is also of clinical relevance poststroke. Future research that includes arm-swing parameters as outcome variable is warranted.

LIMITATIONS
Some limitations of this study should be considered.
One was the lack of detailed information regarding the
severity, type, and anatomical lesion location(s) of the
stroke. Further studies are needed that focus on specific
subgroups in the stroke population (e.g., subacute or
chronic stroke, first or recurrent stroke) to substantiate
our findings of the inertial sensor-based iTUG application in clinical settings. Moreover, the pertinence of using
elderly patients to test the iTUG may be questioned.
However, untrained elderly patients normally show both
balance and gait impairments [42–46], which should render them an adequate population for assessing reliability
as well. The sex distribution in our sample may be
another limitation given the sex imbalance between the
patients with stroke and the age-matched nondisabled
controls; all the stroke patients were male, whereas only
3 of 12 nondisabled controls were male. This may be a
source of bias confounding the results. Furthermore, sex
disparity in stroke prevalence persists, with women being
more affected than men [47], making it especially impor-

tant to test reliability in women in future studies. A further limitation of this study was the small sample size in
relation to reliability studies. An adequate sample size for
the assessment of the agreement parameter, based on a
general guideline by Altman [48], lies around 50. The
sample size of 14 patients with stroke and 25 nondisabled
elderly individuals we used is, however, a realistic group
size to find first estimates for the assumed relation
between stroke and functionally important tasks as measured with the iTUG and to gather results in preliminary
data as a basis for further examinations including larger
samples. Furthermore, the reliability subanalysis has to
be interpreted with caution; other than the data used for
the primary reliability analysis based on the entire study
population, the subanalysis data were not checked for
heteroscedasticity.

CONCLUSIONS
Excellent test-retest reliability was found for most of
the iTUG metrics measured, and the inertial sensor-based
iTUG is able to distinguish patients with stroke from
nondisabled controls. These findings suggest that the
inertial sensor-based iTUG measures are useful to assess
functional mobility in patients with stroke. However, the
study should be repeated with a larger group of patients
to investigate its discriminatory capabilities between different subgroups of stroke patients.
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